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Abstract: This paper presents analytical technique and simplified formulas for the
calculations of cracking, yield and ultimate moments of different cases as well as
deflections of ECC-concrete composite beams reinforced with steel bars. The
technique is based on the simplified constitutive models of materials, strain
compatibility, perforce bond of materials and equilibrium of internal forces and
moment. Experimental testing of eleven ECC-concrete composite beams reinforced
with steel bars is also presented. All beams tested had the same geometrical
dimensions but different steel reinforcement strength and ECC thickness. The
proposed formulas showed good agreement with the experimental results of various
moment values and deflections. A parametric analysis shows that yield and ultimate
moments increase with the increase of concrete strength in case of compression failure
but, essentially, remain unchanged in case of tensile failure. With increasing the tensile
resistance, for example by increasing ECC height replacement ratio, reinforcement
ratio, strength of steel reinforcement and ECC, ultimate curvature and energy
dissipation increase in case of tensile failure and decrease in case of compressive
failure. On the other hand, ductility and energy dissipation ratio decrease with the
increase of reinforcement ratio and strength, but, essentially, remain unchanged with
increasing the height replacement ratio and strength of ECC.
Keywords: ECC; concrete; composite beams; flexural behavior; ductility; deflection;
energy dissipation.
1 Introduction
Under the combined effects of mechanical loads and environmental exposure,
many reinforced concrete structures deteriorate due to steel corrosion and cannot meet
the requirement of ultimate limit state and durability. Therefore, repair and
rehabilitation of such structures have become a large part of construction activity.
During the last decade, concrete technology has been undergoing rapid
development, resulting in the production of a new concept of engineered cementitious
composite (ECC) to overcome the brittle behavior of cement-based materials. ECC
exhibits multiple micro cracks, leading to a significant increase in strain capacity and
ductile behavior. It has also excellent toughness and energy absorption capacity [1],
self-healing ability [2, 3], fire performance [4], remains durable under erosion
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environment (sulfate-chloride environment [2], freezing-thawing and sulfate coupling
environment [5]).
Few investigations were devoted to improve the performance of ECC, such as
hybridization with non-round polypropylene fiber and low modulus polyvinyl alcohol
fiber [6], incorporating CaCO3 whisker to improve compressive strength and tensile
strain-hardening [7], increasing slag content improved the ductility, hardened air
content, water absorption, porosity and sorptivity [5], using recycled concrete fines as
microsilica sand substitute in the production of ECC [8], incorporating high volumes
of fly ash and micro PVA fibers to improve the cyclic freeze-thaw resistance and
microstructure of ECC [3, 9], adding waterproofing admixture to improve wetting
property and reduce the sorptivity, and shrinkage-reducing admixture together with
calcium sulfoaluminate cement to control the drying shrinkage[10].
Experimental study showed that the use of ECC in the tensile zone around
longitudinal steel reinforcement has slightly improved both the flexural capacity
[11-13] and deformation ability [12, 13], but significantly reduced the crack width
before yielding of steel reinforcement [12]. Therefore, durability of composite
ECC/reinforced concrete elements can be greatly improved due to the enhancement of
waterproof and corrosion resistance [14-16]. A theoretical analysis of bending
resistance of ECC-RC composite beams was developed and it is compared well with
the experimental results [17, 18]. On the other hand, when the ECC thickness
increased beyond a certain critical value, both the flexural strength and ductility of
ECC-concrete composite beams significantly enhanced [19, 20].
Because of its excellent tensile performance, ECC can be used in strengthening
unreinforced masonry walls [16, 21-23], reducing the extensive amount of transverse
reinforcements in beam-column joints of rigid-framed bridges, enhancing the joint
seismic resistance and reducing reinforcement congestion and construction complexity
[24-27]. ECC can also be used in hydraulic structures for its good durability [2, 16, 28],
highway engineering for its ability of withstanding large deformations from heavy
loading and temperature variations [29], in hot arid coastal climatic condition
structures [30], in lightweight building facade and pavement [31], in pavement overlay
to extend the service life [32] and in impact and blast resistant protective panels [16].
The wide range of applications of ECC demonstrates that incorporating ECC can
significantly improve the performance of structures and reduce the associated life cycle
cost.
Theoretical analysis covering the whole loading process of composite beams is
still limited. Based on simplified constitutive models of materials and equilibrium of
internal forces and moments, mechanical behavior of composite beams is predicted
below. Physical flexural testing of ECC-concrete composite beams reinforced with
different ECC height replacement ratio and strength of steel reinforcement were also
conducted, that is used to validate the developed analytical analysis. Experimental
study shows that compared with normal concrete beam, ECC-concrete composite
beam has slightly improved both the flexural capacity and deformation ability,
significantly reduced the crack width before yielding of steel reinforcement, agreeing
with the results obtained by reference [11-13]. A detailed parametric study is, then,
carried out to establish the variation of mechanical behavior (yield moment, ultimate
moment, ultimate curvature, ductility, energy disspation and energy dissipation ratio)
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of composite beams with the main influential parameters (such as ECC height
replacement ratio, reinforcement ratio, strength of steel reinforcement, concrete and
ECC). Parametric study shows that, with increasing the ECC height replacement ratio,
ultimate curvature increases in case of tensile failure, this result similar to the trend
observed in reference [19, 20], but decreases in case of compressive failure. Calculate
formula of cracking, yield moment ultimate moment and deflections of ECC-concrete
composite beams as well as the results obtained from the experimental and parametric
study can be taken as reference in practice application.
2 Constitutive models of materials
(1) Steel reinforcement
The constitutive relationships of steel bars in tension and compression are
simplified to a bilinear model as shown in figure 1 [33], where εs and σs are the tensile
strain and stress in steel bar, respectively, εsy and fsy are the yield strain and stress,
respectively, Es is the elastic modulus and εsu is the ultimate tensile strain (assumed to
be 0.01).

σs
f sy
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0 εsy

εsu

εs

Fig.1 Constitutive relationships of steel bar

(2) Concrete
The compressive stress-strain curve of concrete [33] is shown in figure 2(a) and
can be expressed by:
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Fig.2 Constitutive relationships of concrete
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n = 2-(fcu,k-50) / 60
εco = 0.002+0.5(fcu,k-50)×10 -5
εcu = 0.0033-0.5(fcu,k-50)×10 -5

(2)
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where εc and σc are the compressive strain and stress in concrete, respectively, fc is the
concrete compressive strength, εco ( ≥ 0.002) is the compressive strain corresponding to
concrete stress of fc, εcu ( ≤ 0.0033) is the ultimate compressive strain of concrete, fcu,k
is the concrete cube compressive strength and n ( ≤ 2.0) is a coefficient related to the
compressive stress-strain relationship of concrete.
The concrete uniaxial tensile stress-strain model is shown in figure 2(b) and can
be represented by the following equation.

 f ctu ct /  ctu , 0   ct   ctu
,  ct   ctu
0

 ct  

(5)

where εct and σct are the tensile strain and stress in concrete, respectively, εctu and fctu
are the ultimate uniaxial tensile strain and stress, respectively.
(3) ECC
The compressive stress-strain curve [34] of ECC is shown in figure 3(a) and can
be formulated by:
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(a) Compression
Fig.3 Constitutive relationships of ECC

(b) Tension

2 f ecp / ecp ec
, 0   ec   ecp / 3

 ec  2 f ecp / 3  f ecp /(2 ecp )( ec   ecp / 3)
,  ecp / 3   ec   ecp
(6)

 f ecp  (f ecu  f ecp )/( ecu   ecp )( ec   ecp ) , ecp   ec   ecu
where εec and σec are the compressive strain and stress in ECC, respectively, fecp and
εecp are the compressive strength (peak point of the curve) and corresponding strain,
respectively, fecu and εecu are the ultimate compressive stress (after peak point) and
corresponding strain, respectively. In this paper, it is assumed that fecu = 0.5 fecp and εecu
= 1.5 εecp [34].
The tensile stress-strain curve [14] of ECC is shown in figure 3(b) and can be
expressed by the following equation.

, 0   et   etc
 f etc / etc et
 f etc +( f etu  f etc ) / ( etu   etc )( et   etc ) ,  etc   et   etu

 et  

(7)

where εet and σet are the tensile strain and stress in ECC, respectively, εetc and fetc are
the tensile strain at first cracking and corresponding stress, respectively, εetu and fetu are
the ultimate tensile strain and corresponding stress, respectively.
3 Cross-section analysis of composite beams
The analysis below is developed for a rectangular beam section; however, it can
be easily modified for other section shapes. The following assumptions have been
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considered:
·The steel bars and concrete/ECC have perfect bond and no delamination
between ECC and concrete is considered as observed in experimental
investigations [35].
·Each plane cross section perpendicular to the axis of the beam remains plane
after loading.
·The whole loading process can be divided into three stages:
1. Elastic stage (uncracked section): from being loading to cracking (ECC or
concrete).
2. Working stress stage: from cracking to yielding of steel bars.
3. Failure stage: from yielding of steel bars to failure of composite beams (i.e. any
material reaches its ultimate strain: (a). Compressive strain in concrete reaches εcu. (b).
Tensile strain in steel bars reaches εsu. (c). Tensile strain in ECC reaches εetu).
The cross-section stress-strain distributions of each loading stage are shown in
figure 4, where b and h are the width and height of cross-section, respectively, hs is the
distance of the center of steel bars to the cross-section tensile edge, he is the thickness
of ECC, ht is the height of cross-section part in tension (neutral axis depth), x is the
vertical distance of any point to the tensile edge of cross-section, εet is the maximum
tensile strain in ECC, εct and εc are the maximum tensile and compressive strain in
concrete, respectively, εs is the tensile strain in steel bars and hp is the vertical distance
of concrete where its strain reaches εco to the tensile edge of cross-section, hp =
ht(1+εco/εet).
The cross-section strain distribution can be expressed as:

(1  x / ht ) et , 0  x  ht
( x / ht  1) et , ht  x  h

 ( x)  

(8)

When x = hs, the strain and stress in steel bars are εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht and σs =
Esεet(ht-hs)/ht, respectively, but σs = fsy when εs ≥ εsy.
According to force equilibrium of cross-section, ∑N = 0, the following equation
can be obtained.
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(9)

Substituting stress and strain into Eq. (9), then the neutral axis depth ht can be
obtained as presented in table 1 for different stages of loading and failure. Therefore,
the neutral axis depth ht can be calculated for each value of εet. According to the
moment equilibrium of cross-section, ∑M = 0, the cross-section moment can, then, be
obtained from:
h

he

ht

ht

0

he

M    ( x)bxdx    ( x)bxdx    ( x)bxdx   s As hs

(10)

The cross-section analysis of composite beams in different stages are shown in
figure 4 and table 1, including strains, stresses in concrete and ECC, neutral axis depth
and moment for each stage.
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Fig.4 Cross-section stress-strain distribution of each stage: (a) beam cross section; (b) strain
distribution; (c) to (i) stress distribution for various loading stages as explained in table 1
Table 1 Cross-section analyses of composite beams in different stages

(1) Elastic stage (uncracked section) (Fig.4 (c))
Strain
εc < εco, εet < εetc, εct < εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht < εsy
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(2) Working stress stage: Case 1-ECC cracks before concrete (Fig.4 (d))
Strain
εc < εco, εet ≥ εetc, εct < εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht < εsy
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(3) Working stress stage: Case 2-Concrete cracks before ECC (Fig.4 (e))
Strain
εc < εco, εet < εetc, εct ≥ εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht < εsy
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(4) Working stress stage: Case 3- Compressive concrete in the elastic stage after cracking
and steel bars not yielded (Fig.4 (f))
Strain
εc < εco, εet ≥ εetc, εct ≥ εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht < εsy
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(5) Working stress stage: Case 3- Compressive concrete in the elastic stage after cracking
and steel bars yielded (Fig.4 (g))
Strain
εc < εco, εet ≥ εetc, εct ≥ εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht ≥ εsy
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(6) Working stress stage: Case 4- Compressive concrete in the plastic stage after cracking
and steel bars not yielded (Fig.4 (h))
Strain
εc ≥ εco, εet ≥ εetc, εct ≥ εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht < εsy
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(6) Failure stage: Compressive concrete in the plastic stage after cracking and steel bars
yielded (Fig.4 (i))
Strain
εc ≥ εco, εet ≥ εetc, εct ≥ εctu, εs = εet(ht-hs)/ht ≥ εsy
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4 Cracking, yielding and ultimate moments of composite beams
4.1 Cracking moment
(1) Case 1: ECC cracking before concrete
When ECC incurs crack before concrete, εet = εetc, the neutral axis depth ht can be
obtained from Eq. (12), and the cracking moment in this case can be expresses as
below:
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(2) Case 2: concrete cracking before ECC
When concrete cracks before ECC, the maximum tensile strain of concrete εct =
εctu and the maximum tensile strain of ECC εet = εctuht/(ht–he) < εetc. Substituting εet into
Eq. (12), the neutral axis depth ht can be calculated and the cracking moment in this
case can be expressed as below:
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4.2 Yield moment
(1) Case 1: Compressive concrete in the elastic stage after cracking
In such case, the maximum compressive strain in concrete εc ≤ εco, the tensile
strain in steel bars εs = εsy and the maximum tensile strain in ECC εet = εsyht/(ht–hs), the
neutral axis depth ht can be calculated from Eq. (21) and the yield moment in this case
can be expressed as below:
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(2) Case 2: Compressive concrete in the plastic stage after cracking
For this case, the maximum compressive strain of concrete εco < εc ≤ εcu, the
tensile strain in steel bars εs = εsy and the maximum tensile strain in ECC εet = εsyht/(ht–
hs). Substituting εet into Eq. (23), ht can be calculated and the yield moment in this case
can be expressed as below:
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4.3 Ultimate moment
(1) Case 1: Under-reinforced failure
The maximum compressive strain in concrete εc = εcu, the maximum compressive
stress in concrete σc = fc and the maximum tensile strain in ECC εet = εcuht/(h–ht).
Substituting εet into Eq. (28), ht can be calculated and the ultimate moment in this case
can be expressed as below:
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(2) Case 2: Over-reinforced failure
If the composite beam is over-reinforced, steel reinforcement would not yield
while compressive strain in concrete reaches the ultimate crushing strain. In this case,
εc = εcu and εs < εsy, the maximum tensile strain in ECC, εet, and strain in steel
reinforcement, εs, can be obtained according to the geometrical relationship, εet =
εcuht/(h–ht), εs = εcu(ht-hs)/(h–ht). The neutral axis depth ht can be calculated by Eq. (26)
and the ultimate moment of this case can be expressed as below:
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(3) Case 3: Steel-reinforcement rupture failure
When the area of steel reinforcement is too small to allow steel bars rupture
before compressive concrete reaches the plastic stage. In this case, εc < εco and εs = εsu,
the maximum tensile strain in ECC εet and the maximum compressive strain in
concrete εc can be obtained according to the geometrical relationship of cross-section,
εet = εsuht/(ht-hs), εc = εsu(h–ht)/(ht-hs). The neutral axis depth ht can be calculated by Eq.
(23) and the ultimate moment of this case can be expressed as below:
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It is to be noted that it is unlikely that ECC reaches the ultimate tensile strain
before yielding steel due to the high tensile strain εetu of ECC at failure; therefore, this
mode of failure is not considered.
4.4 Deflection
The curvature of a composite beam is shown in figure 5, where ρ is the curvature
radius of deformed composite beam, dθ is the rotating angle increment of cross-section.
The maximum tensile strain in ECC εet can be calculated as below:

ρ

dθ

Concrete

ht

dx=ρdθ

ECC
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Fig.5 Curvature distribution of composite beam unit

 et 

(   ht ) d    d 
 ht / 
 d

(37)

The cross-section curvature of a composite beam can be also expressed as below:

  1/    et / ht

(38)

Based on the above analysis, εet and ht for different moments can be obtained.
Substituting εet, ht into formula (38), the curvature at different moments can be
calculated.
According to the theory of structural mechanics, the maximum deflection at
mid-span of a simply supported beam can be calculated as below:
f  SMl02 / ( EI )

(39)

where f is the maximum deflection at mid-span, S is a coefficient related to loading and
supporting condition, M is the moment acting on the cross-section, l0 is the element
length, E is the elastic modulus of sectional material and I is the inertia moment of
cross-section. As the flexural stiffness of cross-section EI = M/φ, formula (39) can be
expressed as below:

f  Sl02 /   Sl02 et / ht

(40)

4.5 Ductility and energy dissipation
The moment-curvature model of composite beams is shown in figure 6, where Mcr
and φcr are the cracking moment and corresponding curvature, respectively, My and φy
are the yield moment and corresponding curvature, respectively, Mu and φu are the
ultimate moment and corresponding curvature, respectively.
The composite beam ductility can be calculated from uφ = φu/φy, whereas the area
under the M-φ curve is used to represent the energy dissipation capacity. In the elastic
stage, the actual M-φ curve is the solid line and it is simplified to the dotted line as
shown in the model in figure 6.
Mu
My

M cr
0 φcr

φy

φu

φ

Fig.6 Moment-curvature of composite beams

Energy dissipation capacity of elastic stage can be calculated as below:
Ey = Myφy/2
(41)
Energy dissipation capacity of the whole stage (up to φu) can be calculated as
below:
Ep = Myφy/2+(My+Mu)(φu-φy)/2
(42)
In order to compare the energy dissipation capacity of the whole stage with the
elastic stage, energy dissipation ratio rE is introduced.
rE = Ep/Ey
(43)
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5 Experimental verifications
In this section, physical testing results of composite ECC/concrete beams
reinforced with steel bars are presented. The main purpose of the experimental
programme is to provide real data for the validation of the proposed analytical
procedure presented above before it is used for a comprehensive parametric study.
5.1 Test specimens design
Three group specimens with different strength of steel reinforcement were cast
and tested [36]. Each group had four specimens with different ECC thickness whereas
the grade of main longitudinal steel was the main parameter changed from one group
to another. Design details are shown in table 2 and the schematic diagram of specimens
is shown in figure 7. The specimen size b × h × l = 150 × 200 × 1500 mm, pure
flexural span lm = 400 mm, flexural-shear span lmv = 500 mm, free overhang span lf =
50 mm, cross-section effective height h0 = 175 mm, distance of the center of steel bars
to concrete tensile edge hs = 25mm, he is the thickness of ECC, rh is ECC height
replacement ratio, defined as the ratio of ECC thickness to the height of the beam
cross-section, rh= he / h0. All notations are defined in figure 7. In casting ECC-concrete
composite test specimens, the layered pouring method was adopted, where ECC was
poured into the mould first and compacted, and then concrete was poured and
compacted. This technique proved to achieve a good bond between ECC and concrete
[35].
Table 2 Specimen design parameters
longitudinal
stirrup
erection bars
height replacement ratio rh
steel reinforcement
CBSA
2 12
8@125
2 10
0.00/0.29/0.57/1.14
CBSE
2 12
8@100
2 10
0.00/0.29/0.57/1.14
CBSF
2 12
8@100
2 10
0.00/0.57/1.14
Note: , HRB335 steel bar; , HRB400 steel bar; , HRB500 steel bar.
NO.

F

F

B

concrete

A

B

A
lmv

lf

lm
l

ECC

b

lmv

lf

b
erection bars

h

h0
as

h
he

h0
hs

steel bars
A-A

stirrups

he
steel bars
B-B

Fig.7 Schematic diagram of ECC-concrete composite beams

5.2 Materials
The concrete mechanical properties as required by the model presented in figure 2
were measured [37]: the cube compressive strength fcu,k = 47.00 N·mm-2, compressive
strength fc = 30.16 N·mm-2, tensile strength fct = 2.55 N·mm-2 and ultimate tensile
strain εctu = 1.10×10-4. On the other hand, mechanical properties of steel reinforcement
[38] are shown in table 3.
Bars

Table 3 Mechanical properties of steel reinforcement
Diameter / mm
fsy / (N·mm-2)
fsu / (N·mm-2)
Es / (1×103 N·mm-2)
12

HRB335
HRB400
HRB400
HRB400
HRB500

12
8
10
12
12

340
406
403
408
507

460
485
495
503
630

199
198
198
199
199

Tensile and compressive tests of ECC were also conducted [39], and multiple
cracks and tensile stress-strain curves are shown in figure 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.
The tensile strength at first cracking fetc = 2.0 N·mm-2, ultimate tensile strength fetu =
2.4 N·mm-2, tensile strain at first cracking εetc = 0.23×10-3, ultimate tensile strain εetu =
0.025, compressive strength fecp = 31.4 N·mm-2 and corresponding strain εecp = 0.0036.
The compressive stress-strain curves of ECC are also shown in figure 9.

(a) Multiple cracks
(b) Stress-strain curves
Fig.8 Typical characteristics of ECC in tension

(a) Whole curves

(b) Local curves and fitting curve

Fig.9 Compressive stress-strain curves of ECC

5.3 Comparison between experimental and theoretical results
Comparisons of experimental and calculated load-deflection curves are shown in
figure 10 for specimens of group CBSE. As can be seen from this figure, experimental
and predicted curves show good agreements. The predicted ultimate moment is always
lower than the experimental moment as the yield strength of steel reinforcement is
used in the calculation instead of ultimate tensile strength. Comparisons of cracking,
yield and ultimate moments are also presented in table 4, where Mcr,t, My,t and Mu,t are
experimental cracking, yield and ultimate moment, respectively, Mcr,c and My,c are
predicted cracking and yield moment, respectively, Mu,c1 and Mu,c2 are calculated
ultimate moment by using yield strength and ultimate strength of steel reinforcement,
respectively.
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(a) CBSE1

(b) CBSE2

(c) CBSE3
(d) CBSE5
Fig.10 Comparison of moment-deflection curves
Table 4 Comparison of cracking, yield, ultimate moment (unit / kN·m)
NO.
CBSA1
CBSA2
CBSA3
CBSA5
CBSE1
CBSE2
CBSE3
CBSE5
CBSF1
CBSF3
CBSF5

rh
0.00
0.29
0.57
1.14
0.00
0.29
0.57
1.14
0.00
0.57
1.14

Mcr,e
3.00
4.06
3.99
3.48
3.26
3.74
3.75
3.26
3.28
3.71
3.74

My,e
11.30
14.00
15.78
15.05
14.69
16.18
17.93
17.36
16.95
20.69
17.69

Mu,e
16.78
18.75
19.35
19.37
19.25
19.50
19.75
22.50
21.04
23.26
22.60

Mcr,c
3.08
3.60
3.57
3.20
3.08
3.60
3.57
3.20
3.08
3.57
3.20

My,c
10.67
13.37
14.75
14.67
13.26
15.46
16.82
15.71
15.88
19.89
17.93

Mu,c1
Mu,c2
11.64 15.47
14.41 18.05
16.04 19.58
16.33 19.53
13.83 16.82
16.48 19.33
18.05 20.83
18.19 20.68
16.72 20.68
20.74 24.43
20.60 23.88
mean
variation

Mcr,c/Mcr,e
1.03
0.89
0.89
0.92
0.94
0.96
0.95
0.98
0.94
0.96
0.86
0.94
0.05

My,c/My,e
0.94
0.96
0.93
0.98
0.90
0.96
0.94
0.90
0.94
0.96
1.01
0.94
0.06

Mu,c1/Mu,e
0.69
0.77
0.83
0.84
0.72
0.85
0.91
0.81
0.79
0.89
0.91
0.82
0.09

Mu,c2/Mu,e
0.92
0.96
1.01
1.01
0.87
0.99
1.05
0.92
0.98
1.05
1.06
0.99
0.06

As can be seen from table 4, average values of Mcr,c / Mcr,e, My,c / My,e, Mu,c1 / Mu,e
and Mu,c2 / Mu,e are 0.94, 0.94, 0.82 and 0.99, respectively, and their variation
coefficients are 0.05, 0.06, 0.09 and 0.06, respectively, showing good agreement
between predicted and experimental moment results.
Loading-deflection curves and loading-crack width curves of group CBSE are
shown in figure 11 and figure 12, respectively.
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Fig.11 Loading-deflection curves

Fig.12 Loading-crack width curves

As can be seen from table 4, figure 11 and figure 12, compared with normal
concrete beam (CBSE1), ECC-concrete composite beams (CBSE2, CBSE3) and ECC
beam (CBSE5) are slightly improved both the flexural capacity and deformation ability,
but significantly reduced the crack width before yielding of steel reinforcement.
6 Parametric studies
In this section, the effect of main parameters, such as ECC height replacement
ratio, reinforcement ratio, strength of steel reinforcement, concrete and ECC on
mechanical behaviors of composite beams are examined. When one parameter is
changed, other basic parameters are kept constant at the following values: ECC height
replacement ratio rh is 0.29, reinforcement ratio ρs are 0.6% and 1.53%, yield strength
of steel reinforcement fyk is 400 N·mm-2, compressive strength of C45 grade concrete fc
is 29.6 N·mm-2, ECC tensile strength at first cracking fetc is 2.0 N·mm-2, ECC ultimate
tensile strength ftu is 2.4 N·mm-2, ECC tensile strain at first cracking εetc is 0.00025 and
ECC ultimate tensile strain εetu is 0.025.
The composite beam cross-section is assumed to be failed when maximum
concrete compressive strain, εc, tensile strains in steel bars, εs, or tensile strains in ECC,
εet, reaches 0.0033, 0.01 or 0.025, respectively. The failure modes can be predicted by
the proposed model, namely tensile failure (tensile strain in steel reinforcement reaches
εsu first), compressive failure (concrete compressive strain reaches εcu after yielding of
steel reinforcement) and over-reinforced failure (concrete compressive strain reaches
εcu before yielding of steel reinforcement). In order to distinguish the three failure
modes, two balanced failure points are identified, namely balanced failure point 1 is
defined when tensile strain in steel reinforcement and maximum concrete compressive
strain simultaneously reaches their respective ultimate values, whereas balanced failure
point 2 indicates tensile strain in steel reinforcement reaches yield strain and maximum
concrete compressive strain reach the ultimate strain at the same time. The ultimate
values of each material are defined above.
6.1 ECC Strength and height replacement ratio
The correlation curves of mechanical behavior and the ECC Strength fetu, ECC
height replacement ratio rh are shown in figure 13. Two steel reinforcement ratios ρs
(0.60% and 1.53%), five height replacement ratios rh (0, 0.14, 0.29, 0.43 and 0.57) and
eight ECC strengths (fetc1 = 1.5 N·mm-2, fetu1 = 1.8N·mm-2, fetc2 = 2.0 N·mm-2, fetu2 =
2.4N·mm-2, fetc3 = 2.5 N·mm-2, fetu3 = 3.0N·mm-2, fetc4 = 3.0 N·mm-2, fetu4 = 3.6N·mm-2,
fetc5 = 3.5 N·mm-2, fetu5 = 4.2N·mm-2, fetc6 = 4.0 N·mm-2, fetu6 = 4.8N·mm-2, fetc7 = 4.5
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N·mm-2, fetu7 = 5.4N·mm-2, fetc8 = 5.0 N·mm-2, fetu8 = 6.0N·mm-2) are studied.

(a) Yield moment and ultimate moment - rh

(b) Yield moment and ultimate moment - fetu

(c) Ultimate curvature and ductility - rh

(d) Ultimate curvature and Ductility - fetu

(e) Energy disspation and energy dissipation ratio - rh (f) Energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio - fetu
Fig.13 Effect of ECC Strength and height replacement ratio

As can be seen from Fig. 13, the yield and ultimate moments increase with
increasing the strength or the height replacement ratio of ECC; the moment increasing
rate of beams with lower reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.6%) is higher than that of beams
with higher reinforcement ratio (ρs = 1.53%).
For composite beams with lower reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.6%), failure modes
are tensile failure - rupture of steel reinforcement. With increasing the ECC strength or
the ECC height replacement ratio, ECC can provide more tensile resistance. In order to
provide more compression to counterpoise the increased tensile resistance, maximum
concrete compressive strain increases accordingly. So, the ultimate curvature increases
as maximum concrete compressive strain increases while the tensile rupture strain of
steel reinforcement is a fixed value.
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For composite beams with higher reinforcement ratio (ρs = 1.53%), failure modes
are compressive failure - crushing of concrete. With increasing the ECC strength or the
ECC height replacement ratio, ECC can provide more tensile resistance. The tensile
resistance provided by ECC together with less tensile resistance (compared with the
specimen with lower ECC strength or lower ECC height replacement ratio) provided
by steel reinforcement can counterpoise concrete compression, then maximum tensile
strain of steel reinforcement decreases accordingly. So, the ultimate curvature
decreases as the strain of steel reinforcement decreases while the ultimate concrete
crushing compressive strain is a fixed value.
For composite beams with lower reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.6%), yield moment,
yield curvature, ultimate moment and ultimate curvature increase with increasing the
ECC strength or the ECC height replacement ratio. So, ductility and energy dissipation
ratio essentially unchanging, but the energy dissipation gradually increases. For
composite beams with higher reinforcement ratio (ρs = 1.53%), yield moment, yield
curvature and ultimate moment increase while ultimate curvature significantly
decreases with increasing the ECC strength or the ECC height replacement ratio. So,
ductility, energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio gradually decrease.
6.2 Amount of steel reinforcement
The correlation curves of mechanical behavior and reinforcement ratio ρs are
shown in figure 14. Ten reinforcement ratios ρs (0.19%, 0.38%, 0.60%, 0.86%, 1.03%,
1.20%, 1.36%, 1.63%, 1.83% and 1.96%) and two tensile strengths of ECC (fetc1 = 2.0
N·mm-2, fetu1 = 2.4 N·mm-2, fetc2 = 4.0 N·mm-2 and fetu2 = 4.8N·mm-2) are studied. The
notation used in figure 12 is explained below: ECC-2.0-A indicates a composite beam
with ECC tensile strength fetc = 2.0 N·mm-2 and A indicates incur tensile failure, B
indicates incur compressive failure and C indicates incur over-reinforced failure.

(a) Ultimate moment

(b) Ultimate curvature and Ductility
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(c) Energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio
Fig.14 Effect of reinforcement ratio

As can be seen from Fig. 14, the ultimate moment increases with increasing the
reinforcement ratio; however, the increasing rate before balanced failure point 2 is
much higher than that after balanced failure point 2. As ECC-4.0 can provide more
tensile resistance than ECC-2.0, the reinforcement ratio of balanced failure point 1 and
point 2 of ECC-4.0 are lower than that of ECC-2.0.
With increasing the reinforcement ratio, the ultimate curvature gradually increases
before balanced failure point 1, significantly decreases before balanced failure point 2,
and then smoothly decreases after point 2. For tensile failure stage, the tensile rapture
strain of steel reinforcement is a fixed value. With increasing the reinforcement ratio,
steel reinforcement can provide more tensile resistance, maximum concrete
compressive strain increases and, then, the ultimate curvature increases
correspondingly. For compressive failure mode, ultimate concrete compressive
crushing strain is a fixed value. With increasing the reinforcement ratio, lower tensile
stress/strain of steel reinforcement can provide enough tensile resistance to
counterpoise concrete compression, and then ultimate curvature decreases
correspondingly.
Yield moment, yield curvature, ultimate moment and ultimate curvature increase
with increasing the reinforcement ratio before balanced failure point 1, and the
increase rate of ultimate curvature is lower than that of yield curvature. So, ductility
and energy dissipation ratio gradually decrease, and energy dissipation gradually
increases. Yield moment, yield curvature and ultimate moment increase but ultimate
curvature decreases between balanced failure point 1 and point 2. So, ductility
decreases faster, and energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio gradually
decrease.
6.3 Strength of steel reinforcement
The correlation curves of mechanical behavior and strength of steel reinforcement
are shown in figure 15. Four standard yield strengths of steel reinforcement fyk (300
N·mm-2, 335 N·mm-2, 400 N·mm-2 and 500 N·mm-2) and two reinforcement ratios ρs
(0.6% and 1.53%) are studied.

(a) Yield moment and ultimate moment

(b) Ultimate curvature and Ductility
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(c) Energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio
Fig.15 Effect of strength of steel bars

As can be seen from Fig. 15, yield moment and ultimate moment increase with
increasing the strength of steel reinforcement. Composite beams with lower
reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.6%) all incur tensile failure, whereas, composite beams with
higher reinforcement ratio (ρs = 1.53%) incur tensile failure before balanced failure
point 1 and then incur compressive failure.
For composite beams with lower reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.6%), failure modes
are tensile failure - rupture of steel reinforcement, the tensile rapture strain of steel
reinforcement is a fixed value. With increasing the strength of steel reinforcement,
steel reinforcement can provide more tensile resistance, maximum concrete
compressive strain increases to provide more resistance to counterpoise the tension,
and then ultimate curvature increases correspondingly. For composite beams with
higher reinforcement ratio (ρs = 1.53%), ultimate curvature increases before point 1
and then decreases.
For composite beams with 0.6% reinforcement ratio, yield moment, yield
curvature, ultimate moment and ultimate curvature increase with increasing the
strength of steel reinforcement. However, the increase rate of ultimate curvature is
lower than that of yield curvature. So, ductility and energy dissipation ratio gradually
decrease but energy dissipation increases. For composite beams with 1.53%
reinforcement ratio, the situation is the same as composite beams with 0.6%
reinforcement ratio before balanced failure point 1. However, ultimate curvature
decreases after point 1. So, energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio decrease
and ductility decreases faster.
6.4 Concrete strength
The correlation curves of mechanical behavior and concrete strength are shown in
figure 16. Eight concrete grades (C25, C30, C35, C40, C45, C50, C55 and C60) and
two reinforcement ratios ρs (0.6% and 1.53%) are studied.
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(a) Yield moment and ultimate moment

(b) Ultimate curvature and Ductility

(c) Energy dissipation and energy dissipation ratio
Fig.16 Effect of concrete strength

As can be seen from Fig. 16, yield and ultimate moment increase with increasing
the concrete strength, and the increasing rate of beams with higher reinforcement ratio
(ρs = 1.53%) are higher than that of beams with lower reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.6%)
due to the failure mode in each case, tensile and compressive failure, respectively. In
case of tensile rupture of steel reinforcement, increasing the concrete strength is not as
effective as the compressive failure of concrete.
For composite beams with 0.6% reinforcement ratio, failure modes are tensile
failure - rapture of steel reinforcement. With increasing concrete strength, lower
concrete compressive stress/strain can provide enough compression to counterpoise the
tensile resistance, and then ultimate curvature decreases correspondingly.
For composite beams with 1.53% reinforcement ratio, failure modes before point
1 are compressive failure - crushing of concrete. With increasing the concrete strength,
concrete can provide more resistance, tensile stress/strains of steel reinforcement
increase to counterpoise concrete compression, and then ultimate curvature increase
correspondingly. Failure modes after point 1 are tensile failure, then ultimate curvature
decrease.
For composite beams with 0.6% reinforcement ratio, yield and ultimate moment
increase while yield curvature and ultimate curvature decrease with increasing the
concrete strength. However, the decreasing rate of ultimate curvature is lower than that
of yield curvature. Therefore, ductility gradually increases, energy dissipation and
energy dissipation ratio essentially unchanged. On the other hand, for composite beams
with 1.53% reinforcement ratio, yield and ultimate moment increase while yield
curvature decreases with increasing the strength of concrete, ultimate curvature
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increases before balanced failure point 1 and then decreases. So, ductility, energy
dissipation and energy dissipation ratio gradually increase before point 1 and then
essentially unchanged.
7 Conclusions
Mechanical behavior of composite beams is analysed and parametric analysis is
conducted. The following conclusions are obtained:
(1) Based on the simplified constitutive models of materials and equilibrium of
internal forces and moment, formulas for cracking, yield and ultimate moment as well
as deflection are derived. Good agreement between the predicted and experimental
results was obtained, confirming the applicability of the proposed formulas for use in
practice.
(2) Yield moment and ultimate moments increase with increasing the tensile
resistance, for example by increasing ECC height replacement ratio, reinforcement
ratio, strength of steel reinforcement and ECC. However, with increasing the concrete
compressive strength, yield and ultimate moments increase in case of compressive
failure, but essentially unchanged in case of tensile failure.
(3) With increasing the tensile resistance, for example by increasing ECC height
replacement ratio, reinforcement ratio, strength of steel reinforcement and ECC,
ultimate curvature increases in case of tensile failure and decreases in case of
compressive failure. With increasing the concrete strength, ultimate curvature
decreases in case of tensile failure but increases in case of compressive failure.
Ultimate curvature essentially unchanged in case of over-reinforced beams.
(4) In case of compressive failure, ductility decreases with increasing the tensile
resistance, for example by increasing ECC height replacement ratio, reinforcement
ratio, strength of steel reinforcement and ECC, but increases with increasing the
concrete strength. On the other hand, in case of tensile failure, ductility essentially
unchanged with increasing the ECC height replacement ratio and the ECC strength,
gradually decreases with increasing the reinforcement ratio and the strength of steel
reinforcement, but increases with increasing the concrete strength. Ductility essentially
unchanged for over-reinforced beams.
(5) With increasing the tensile resistance, for example by increasing ECC height
replacement ratio, reinforcement ratio, strength of steel reinforcement and ECC,
energy dissipation increases in case of tensile failure but decreases in case of
compressive failure. With increasing the concrete strength, energy dissipation
essentially unchanged in case of tensile failure but increases in case of compressive
failure. Energy dissipation essentially unchanged for over-reinforced beams.
(6) Energy dissipation ratio decreases with increasing the tensile resistance, for
example by increasing reinforcement ratio and strength of steel reinforcement, but
essentially unchanged with increasing the ECC height replacement ratio and the ECC
strength in case of tensile failure. With increasing the concrete strength, energy
dissipation ratio essentially unchanged in case of tensile failure but increase in case of
compressive failure. Energy dissipation ratio essentially unchanged for over-reinforced
beams.
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Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
εs = tensile strain in steel bar;
σs = tensile stress in steel bar;
fsy = yield strength of steel bar;
εsy = yield strain of steel bar;
Es = elastic modulus of steel bar;
εsu = ultimate tensile strain of steel bar;
εc = compressive strain in concrete;
σc = compressive stress in concrete;
fc = concrete compressive strength;
εco = compressive strain corresponding to concrete stress of fc;
εcu = ultimate compressive strain of concrete;
fcu,k = concrete cube compressive strength;
n = a coefficient related to the compressive stress-strain relationship of concrete;
εct = tensile strain in concrete;
σct = tensile stress in concrete;
εctu = ultimate uniaxial tensile strain of concrete;
fctu = ultimate uniaxial tensile stress of concrete;
εec = compressive strain in ECC;
σec = compressive tress in ECC;
fecp = compressive strength of ECC (peak point of ECC compressive stress-strain
curve);
εecp = compressive strain corresponding to peak stress of ECC fecp;
fecu = ultimate compressive stress of ECC (after peak point);
εecu = ultimate compressive strain corresponding to ultimate stress of ECC fecu;
εet = tensile strain in ECC;
σet = tensile stress in ECC;
fetc = tensile stress of ECC at first cracking;
εetc = tensile strain of ECC at first cracking;
fetu = ultimate tensile strength of ECC;
εetu = ultimate tensile strain of ECC;
b = width of cross-section;
h = height of cross-section;
hs = distance of the center of steel bars to the cross-section tensile edge;
he = thickness of ECC;
ht = height of cross-section part in tension (neutral axis depth);
x = vertical distance of any point to the tensile edge of cross-section;
hp = vertical distance of concrete where its strain reaches εco to the tensile edge of
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cross-section;
ρ = curvature radius of deformed composite beam;
dθ = rotating angle increment of cross-section;
φ = curvature of deformed composite beam;
f = maximum deflection of specimen at mid-span;
S = a coefficient related to loading and supporting condition;
M = moment acting on the cross-section;
l0 = length of composite beam;
E = elastic modulus of sectional material;
I = inertia moment of cross-section;
Mcr = cracking moment of cross-section;
φcr = cross-section curvature corresponding to cracking moment;
My = yield moment of cross-section;
φy = cross-section curvature corresponding to yield moment;
Mu = ultimate moment of cross-section;
φu = cross-section curvature corresponding to ultimate moment;
uφ= curvature ductility of cross-section;
Ey = energy dissipation capacity of elastic stage;
Ep = energy dissipation capacity of whole stage (up to ultimate curvature φu);
rE = energy dissipation ratio;
l = length of composite beam;
lm = length of the pure flexural span;
lmv = length of the flexural-shear span;
lf = length of the free overhang span;
rh = ECC height replacement ratio;
h0 = effective height of cross-section;
fsu = ultimate tensile strength of steel bar;
Mcr,t = experimental cracking moment;
My,t = experimental yield moment;
Mu,t = experimental ultimate moment;
Mcr,c = predicted cracking moment;
My,c = predicted yield moment;
Mu,c1 = predicted ultimate moment by using yield strength of steel reinforcement;
Mu,c2 = predicted ultimate moment by using ultimate strength of steel reinforcement;
ρs = reinforcement ratio.
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